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Abstract

Recent quantitative work on civil wars has identified a link between refugee move-

ments and the spread of conflict across borders. One commonly proposed mech-

anisms that accounts for this finding identifies refugee flows as a form of popu-

lation pressure, which increases violence between host populations and incoming

refugees. Another commonly proposed mechanism suggests refugees with ethnic

ties to groups within the host population increase violence when their presence

disrupts the ethnic balance of power between rival groups. Spatial regression

results using a novel geo-coded dataset of substate violence in Lebanon between

March 2013 - April 2015 reveal support for the latter mechanism.
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1 Introduction

One of the most pressing humanitarian challenges facing the international community

today is the plight of millions of refugees, asylum-seekers, and internally displaced peoples.

In fact, the refugee crises is worse today than in any point in history. Figure 1 shows

the astonishing rise in the number of refugees and asylum-seekers as a proportion of world

population since 1950. As of 2014, there are 54,937,556 refugees or individuals in refugee-like

situations across 130 countries. Since 1995, the absolute number of worldwide refugees has

increased by an alarming 170%. The majority of these people are fleeing homes ravaged

by violent conflict. Thus, much of the scholarly literature on the topic views refugees as a

consequence of conflict and seeks to identify solutions to the crises (see for example Vernant

1953; Schechtman 1964; Ferris 1993). Yet, recent work in the field suggests refugees are a

cause of war as much as they are a product of it.

Figure 1: Refugees as a Share of World Population since 1950

For example, Salehyan and Gleditsch (2006), arguing that refugees contribute to conflict

contagion, show that the presence of refugees from neighboring states increases the risk of

civil war. Bohnet (2012) examines the relationship between refugee camp concentration and
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distribution and the outbreak of violence and finds that shorter distances between refugees

and refugee settlements increases conflict risk. Fisk (2014) shows that refugee camps closer

to the border tend to increase the risk of conflict.

However, most refugee flows do not result in conflict (Lischer 2006) and most of the

extant mechanisms linking refugees to violence may tell us something about the variation

in the geographic distribution of conflict within a state but does little to contribute to our

knowledge regarding the variation in the geographic distribution of conflict between states.

For example, the ongoing civil war in Syria has produced a hemorrhaging of refugees across

most of its international borders. Our current models have correctly predicted that violence

from the Syrian civil war is contagious yet they are unable to explain why that violence has

spread in certain directions but not others. The mechanisms linking refugees to the spread

of conflict remains under theorized.

Many proposed mechanisms focus on the geographic distribution of refugee settlements

at the substate level, such as distance between settlements, distance between settlements and

major land markers such as capitals or international borders, and proximity to landscape

favorable to rebellion. While these geographic factors are informative in identifying the

location of conflict at the micro level, they cannot explain the variation in conflict likelihood

across states at the macro level. The problem is that these sorts of geographic variables

tend to exhibit far more variation within a country than between countries. After all, the

logical factors that dictate the location of refugee clusters within states, such as proximity

to border crossings to ease the influx of refugees, are conditions that are likely faced by

most states hosting refugees fleeing neighboring conflict. In contrast to geographic factors,

however, demographic and economic factors can potentially explain variation both within and

between states. As a result, mechanisms relying on variation in economic and demographic

indicators should be identifiable at both micro and macro levels.

The focus of this chapter is to explore two such mechanisms and test them at the micro

level of analysis using a novel dataset of Syrian refugee flows and subnational violence in
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Lebanon. I argue that the effect of refugees on conflict is conditional on two factors. First,

refugees increase conflict levels by altering the ethnoreligious balance of power between rival

groups. Second, refugees exacerbate competition over exceedingly scarce resources resulting

in heightened levels of conflict. The following section discusses each mechanism in tandem.

2 Demographic Pressure and Economic Competition

2.1 Refugees and Resource Scarcity

The notion that population changes can lead to instability is not new; in his seminal

treatise on population growth Malthus (1798) ominously predicted that human population

growth would outpace agricultural production leading to a catastrophic breakdown in hu-

man socioeconomic structures. While his predictions failed to materialize, his ideas linking

resource scarcity to conflict remained salient among a wave of postwar era scholars. These

neo-Malthusianists argued that new technologies in mass agricultural production have led

to a rapid increase in the global population, whose sustenance cannot be sustained with the

world’s increasingly depleted resources (see for example Osborn 1948; Vogt 1948; Ehrlich

1968).

Much of this work has since been decried as alarmist. What Ehrlich and others writing

in his era failed to incorporate in their models is the phenomenon known as ‘demographic

transition’, which entails a shift from high birth rates and death rates to low birth rates and

death rates (without replacement) in first world countries (Thompson 1929). As a result the

population growth of most developed countries has been outpaced by gains in productivity.

While these theories failed to gain traction overtime, the idea that population shifts can lead

to conflict continuous to spark scholarly attention.

More recently, scholars have begun to examine how short-term and rapid population

changes can induce conflict over exceedingly scarce resources. In some instances, it has been

argued that population growth and resource scarcity can actually work as a catalyst for
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technological innovation (Boserup 1990). (Urdal 2005) finds no evidence linking population

growth to conflict. On the other hand, Homer-Dixon and Blitt (1998) argue that developing

countries are dependent on fresh water, cropland, forests, and fisheries –depletion of any

of these resources they argue leads to conflict. Maxwell and Reuveny (2000) develop an

agent-based model of population oscillations and warfare that largely follows the insights of

Homer-Dixon and Blitt (1998). Raleigh and Urdal (2007) show that population growth and

density are associated with conflict but not land degradation or water scarcity. In contrast,

Theisen (2008) does find evidence linking land degradation and water scarcity with domestic

conflict.

The general picture that emerges from these studies is that peace and stability are sen-

sitive to population changes. Although a consensus on the mechanism underlying this rela-

tionship remains at large, the evidence does heavily weight in the favor of resource scarcity

as a catalyst. Under conditions of resource abundance, rapid population growth can lead

to the gradual depletion of these resources, which in turn can lead to conflict. Under con-

ditions of resource scarcity, however, rapid population growth leads directly to conflict over

the already scarce resources.

Borrowing from the literature on demography and conflict, one of the mechanisms this

research paper tests is the role refugees play in bringing about demographic changes that lead

to competition over scarce resources and ultimately violent conflict. For example, the war

in Darfur between Arab northerners and non-Arab westerners resulted in a mass exodus of

over 200,000 refugees into neighboring Chad beginning in 2003. The newly arrived refugees,

most of whom were non-Arab Sudanese, were in immediate competition with locals over

access to fresh water, government subsidies, firewood, etc. (Cross 2005). By 2005 tensions

had erupted between the refugees and the Arab population of Chad to the point that the

non-Arab refugees began agitation movements alongside other non-Arab Chadians against

the Arab Chadian majority; in less than a year Chad would collapse into an all out civil war

as deadly as Sudan’s (Reyna 2010).
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Typically refugees fleeing to neighboring states are drawn from poorer segments in society,

with little economic resources at their disposal, exposed to great dangers both environmental

and man-made, and in great need of subsidized care, thus, placing them in direct competition

with local populations (Loescher and Milner 2005). While international aid organizations are

a great resource depended upon by many refugees, the greatest financial and political burden

ultimately falls upon the host state. As a result, refugees place themselves in direct compe-

tition with other communities in the host state –coethnic or otherwise. Competition may

arise over the use of arable land for crops, access to fresh water, employment opportunities,

or even access to government services From this I derive my first two hypotheses:

H1: As the number of refugees a region hosts increases, so does its level of conflict.

H2: Resource poor regions will experience more conflict than regions rich in resources.

2.2 Refugees and the Ethnoreligious Balance of Power

In contrast to the resource scarcity theory (RS), the ethnoreligious balance of power

(EBP) theory is couched in realist assumptions of conflict and cooperation. While realist

theory of war originated in the field of international relations, many realist insights have

been adopted in the study of domestic conflict (see for example Posen 1993). Peace between

groups prevails when a certain balance of power between them emerges. When that balance

of power is altered in one groups favor, however, the newly empowered group may attempt

change to the way in which state rent is distributed in order to align it more closely with its

own interests, which can result in conflict.

The sensitivity of the peace equilibrium to outside shocks is most pronounced under

conditions of ethnic competition (ibid). According to Posen’s ethnic security dilemma, when

states collapse and ethnic salience is a defining feature of political competition then conflict is

likely to erupt due to the increasing inability to assure credible commitments and guarantees

of peace between rival ethnic groups. In many circumstances, however, state collapse itself is

endogenous to ethnic conflict. Nonetheless, Posen is right to suggest that exogenous shocks
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to an ethnically volatile system do in fact contribute to higher levels of conflict. Indeed state

collapse does seem to induce ethnic conflict where ethnic tensions were previously kept in

check. Similarly, it seems plausible to suggest that other exogenous shocks that introduce

uncertainty or alter the balance of power between groups may also contribute to the onset

of conflict, such as sponsorship and/or intervention by third parties or shifts in population

numbers. Refugee flows are an example of the latter.

Relying on a qualitative analysis of Kosovar refugee flows into Macedonia and Albania,

Krcmaric (2014) argues that the refugee presence in Macedonia contributed to conflict in

that country, while it did little to destabilize Albania, whose population shared ethnic ties

with the predominantly ethnic Albanian Kosovars. More recently, the Syrian civil war that

erupted in 2011 lead to a hemorrhaging of Sunni refugees into Lebanon, undermines the

fragile peace between Sunnis and Shias in the country that had emerged in recent years.

Sunnis, whose numbers and political power along with Lebanese Christians have continued

to dwindle relative to their Shia counterparts, have been emboldened by the presence of

Sunni refugees fresh from the battlefields in Syria, leading to frequent clashes between Assad

supporting Lebanese Shia (e.g. Hezbollah and Amal) and anti-Assad Sunnis. With a pool of

fighters to draw from, the delicate ethnic balance between Sunnis and Shias in Lebanon has

been jeopardized as Sunnis attempt to seize this rare opportunity to push back gains made

by Hezbollah and their allies in Lebanon in recent years.

As illustrated in the cases above, refugee flows can alter the ethnoreligious balance of

power by providing such groups with a greater population base from which to extract re-

sources and human capital (e.g. a greater potential pool of young fighters) and these flows

can increase the population concentration of those groups as well, which allows for their

more efficient mobilization. These flows modify the ethnic composition of the state when the

refugees are composed of groups that share an ethnic identity with one or more constituent

ethnic groups in the host state. Changes in the ethnic tapestry consequently lead to violence,

particularly when relations between the competing ethnic groups are polarized. From this I
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derive my final two hypotheses:

H3: Regions with pre-existing ethnoreligious tensions are more likely to experience con-

flict.

H4: The effect of refugees on conflict levels is magnified by the presence of pre-existing

ethnoreligious tensions in a region.

3 Research Design, Data, and Methods

3.1 Research Design

All extant micro level statistical studies of refugees and conflict have limited their empir-

ical analysis to sub-Saharan Africa, which leaves us wondering whether the refugee conflict

nexus is unique to sub-Saharan Africa or is generalizable to other regions of the world. This

study extends the empirical scope of analysis to a previously unexamined region of the world,

the Middle East. In particular, a substate analysis of the Syrian refugee crisis in Lebanon

will be undertaken with the aim of testing the two theories discussed above.

Case selection is motivated by both theoretical and practical concerns. Lebanon is facing

the most dire refugee crisis of all of Syria’s neighbors -more than one in four residents in

Lebanon is currently a registered Syrian refugee. Moreover, Lebanon and Syria share a

similar composition of ethnoreligious groups, which is a necessary factor when testing for

the conditional effects of sectarian tensions on refugee induced conflict spillover. Finally,

Lebanon is the only state in the region to prohibit the establishment of formal UNHCR

camps for its Syrian refugee population. With the notable exception of Fisk (2014), all

previous micro level studies of refugees and conflict have limited their analysis to states with

established camps. The effects of refugees dispersed among the host population remains

largely unexamined.

Using Lebanon’s twenty-six second order administrative districts as units of analysis,

this study examines the spatial and temporal variation in the incidence of conflict for each
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month from March 2013 to April 2015. This results in a sample of 650 observations across

25 months (N = 26 districts x 25 months).

3.2 Measurement and Data

Conflict I begin with a discussion of my dependent variable. A novel conflict event dataset

for Lebanon geo-referenced to the city level has been collected for this analysis. Over 2,500

conflicts have been recorded based on information gathered from two news wire services.

For the purposes of this study, the data has been subset to include only the following event

types:1

• Political executions

• Arrests and raids by military and internal security targeting militant groups

• Bombings (including suicide)

• Assaults and clashes involving militants and/or government (targeting civilians, gov-

ernment forces, or militant groups) as well as assaults and clashes arising from sectarian

tensions (e.g. Lebanese civilian attacks on Syrian refugees)

• Protests

• Individual shootings linked to militants or linked to sectarian tensions (e.g. shootings

between Alawi and Sunni families in Tripoli)

• Abductions by militant groups

This result is a dataset of about 1,300 violent conflict events across 25 months across the

entire country of Lebanon. Figure 2 shows the number of violent conflict events over the

entire sample period for each district in red. The number of violent conflict events has
1 Please refer to the Appendix for dataset’s codebok, which includes a more thorough discussion of the

data collection procedure.
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steadily increased for most districts and sharply increased for a few (Akkar and Baalbek)

since data collection efforts began in 2013. Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of conflict

over time. Conflict appears to cluster in space with concentrations in the northeast and

central districts of the country.

Figure 2: Refugees and Conflict April 2013 - May 2015

Syrian Refugees Data on Syrian refugees in Lebanon is obtained from the UNHCR Syrian

Refugee Response Team.2 Each month, the UNHCR releases map in PDF format of the total

number of registered Syrian refugees for each district (not including Palestinians). Relying
2 http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/regional.php
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on this data, I construct a panel dataset with month-district as the unit of observation. Data

at the district level was first made available in March of 2013, thus the temporal scope of

this analysis begins in March of 2013 and extends to April of 2015 (the last date of the .

Data on refugees for the month of August 2014 is missing; therefore, the missing data was

generated using exponential interpolation. A time-series of refugee flows by district can be

found in Figure 2. Following convention, I use the log of the number of refugees. It must

be noted that these figures exclude Palestinian refugees fleeing Syria, who for the most part

are relocated to existing Palestinian camps throughout the country. I expect higher refugee

numbers to result in greater levels of conflict.

Figure 3: Conflict Events 2013-2015
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Palestinian Camps In addition to the massive influx of Syrian refugees, Lebanon also hosts

a long-standing minority of Palestinian refugees who are located in twelve camps across eight

different districts. Data on their geographic distribution is obtained from the UNRWA for

Palestinians in the Near East.3 This is a static and binary variable that does not capture

changes to the number of Palestinian refugees over the sample period. I expect districts that

host Palestinian refugee camps to experience more conflict than districts without camps.

Population Density Districts facing greater levels of resource scarcity are expected to be

more susceptible to conflict. One proxy for conflict used in the current analysis is population

density. More densely populated districts impose greater strains on municipal governments,

can drive down wages, and increase competition over access to government services. There-

fore, I expect more densely populated districts to experience more conflict. Moreover, I test

the conditional relationship of population density and refugees on conflict with the expecta-

tion that the positive impact of refugees on conflict levels is intensified in districts with higher

levels of population density. I include a measure of population density (population/km2)

based o of Lebanese population records at the district level from 2007. District population

varies from 21,650 people/km2 (Beirut) to 62 people/km2 (Jezzine), with a mean of about

1631 people/km2.

Income Low income per capita has been shown to increase the likelihood of conflict at the

country level (Fearon and Laitin 2003). However, the relationship between income levels and

conflict at the micro level is less clear. On the one hand, districts with lower income levels

may face increased competition over access to government resources and employment oppor-

tunities, which can increase levels of conflict. On the other hand, conflict may correlate more

with higher income districts than poorer ones because wealth can provide opportunities for

looting (Hegre, Østby and Raleigh 2009). Thus, I include a measure of income that captures

the percent of households in each district whose income is below the poverty threshold. Data
3 http://www.unrwa.org/palestinerefugees
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on income levels is drawn from a national survey of households administered by Lebanon’s

Central Administration of Statistics.4

Ethnoreligious Tensions According to the EBP theory introduced in this paper, districts

with a sensitive ethnoreligious balance of power are expected to suffer higher levels of con-

flict. Moreover, because I expect refugee flows to alter the delicate ethnoreligious balance of

power between rival groups when refugees share a similar ethnoreligious make-up with the

host population, I suspect the effect of refugees on conflict to be particularly pronounced

in districts with sensitive ethnoreligious tensions. At its core, EBP theory involves two key

factors, one related to characteristics of the host population and the other related to the

characteristics of the incoming refugees. Not only must host populations contain rival eth-

noreligious groups characterized by a delicate balance of power, the incoming refugees must

include at least one group involved in this rivalrous relationship. Without both these factors

in play, refugee flows would not alter the existing balance of power between these groups.

Unfortunately, data on the precise ethnoreligious composition of incoming Syrian refugees is

inaccessible. Moreover, Lebanon has not conducted a census since 1922, thus our knowledge

of the distribution of ethnoreligious groups across Lebanon is also incomplete. Thus, in order

to address these challenges, I make two assumptions. First, past studies have shown that

refugees tend to flee to states where their co-ethnic kin reside (Moore and Shellman 2007;

Rüegger and Bohnet 2015). In addition, the three largest ethnoreligious groups in Syria -the

Alawi, Shia, and Sunnis -all have counterparts among the Lebanese population. Thus, I as-

sume that among the refugees flowing from Syria into each of Lebanon’s twenty-six districts,

a substantial majority are either Sunni, Alawi, or Shia. Second, because the current primary

political chasm in the country revolves around the divide between Shias and Alawis, on the

one side, and Sunnis, on the other, I assume that the ethnoreligious balance of power in

any district with substantial Sunnis and Shias/Alawis is at risk of shock due to the influx of

Syrian refugees from across the border.
4 http://www.cas.gov.lb
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Based on these assumptions I operationalize pre-existing ethnoreligious tensions in two

ways. First, any district with a mixed presence of Sunnis and Shia or Alawi is coded as having

a sensitive ethnoreligious balance of power. Second, any two ethnoreligiously homogeneous

districts that border one another are also coded as having a sensitive ethnoreligious balance

of power if and only if the populations of the two districts in question are from rival groups

(Shia/Alawi vs. Sunni). The idea here is that although each district is homogeneous, their

borders represent regions of the country where opposing groups are in close geographic

contact with one another. Therefore, refugee influxes into these districts are also expected

to increase levels of violence. As mentioned earlier, precise data on the distribution of

ethnoreligious groups across has yet to be collected, therefore, I rely on approximate estimates

based on of Lebanon’s unique confessional voting system. Each ethnoreligious community

has an allotted number of seats to represent their district in Parliament, which is suppose

to be proportionate to each group’s relative populations in that district. The threshold for

representation per district is 5%. I use these seat ratios and population levels drawn from

the year 2009 to reverse engineer the number of individuals from each ethnoreligious group

for each district.5 Then, I drop any ethnoreligious group whose numbers fall below 10% of

the total district’s population. Finally, using the remaining ethnoreligious groups for each

district, I follow the two coding procedures laid out above. In total, eight of Lebanon’s

twenty-six districts are coded as having pre-existing ethnoreligious tensions. These districts

are identified by light blue highlights in Figure 2.

Distance to Capital Previous work has demonstrated that conflicts tend to cluster in

regions far from the capital (Buhaug 2010). As the distance from the capital increases, the

projection of the central government’s power diminishes and this affects the geography of

conflict in two ways. First, armed groups opposing the central government are more likely

to confront government forces in regions where the discrepancy between their capabilities is

at its least. Second, the government’s diminished power in regions far from the capital also
5 This data is obtained from the Lebanese Elections Data Analysis (LEDA) project.
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hinder its ability to pacify intercommunal tensions. As a result, I expect higher levels of

violence in districts further from the capital.

Neighboring Conflict As Figure 2 shows, conflict seems to cluster in space. Thus, to

account for this spatial clustering, I include a control for the levels of violence in all neigh-

boring districts. I define neighbors as two districts that share at least one point in common.

I expect levels of conflict in one district to be positively correlated with levels of conflict in

neighboring districts.

I have developed a complimentary website and interactive web app using the Shiny plat-

form.6 The web app allows the user to visualize data on conflict, population density, Syrian

refugees, and the distribution of ethnoreligious groups in Lebanon using a series of choropleth

maps, time series graphs, and bar charts.

3.3 Method

The research design and data discussed above result in four methodological challenges

that must addressed. First, the observations in the dataset likely exhibit temporal depen-

dence. In other words, I expect conflict in one temporal period to increase the likelihood of

conflict in subsequent temporal periods. Following Weidmann and Ward (2010), I address

this problem in two ways. I employ robust standard errors (HAC) that control for temporal

autocorrelation. Alternatively, I include in my model two temporal lags of the dependent

variable. Second, because conflict events cluster in space, observations in my model are

likely not independent of one another. Thus, in order to control for the effect of the presence

of conflict events in neighboring districts I follow two different approaches. First, I cluster

my standard errors by region to capture neighborhood effects. Alternatively, I include a

first-order spatial lag of the dependent variable. A significant coefficient for the spatial lag

suggests the level of conflict in one district is affected by the levels of conflict in adjacent
6 Note that the website takes some time to load: https://cmohamma101.shinyapps.io/lebapp/
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districts.

Third, my research design faces potential problems of endogeneity. I address these con-

cern by lagging my time variant explanatory variables by one time period to ensure the

causal arrow points from refugee flows to conflict and not the other way around. Finally,

my dependent variable is a count measure that suffers from an overdispersion of zeroes. To

account for this, I employ a negative binomial regression.

4 Results

4.1 Negative Binomial Regression

In this section I present the results of a series of regression models. I begin with an exam-

ination of my unconditional hypotheses. Model 1-3 employ robust standard errors clustered

by administrative region (each of Lebanon’s twenty-six second-order administrative districts

are a member of one of six first-order administrative regions). Model 1 in Table Table 1

confirms H1, H2, and H3. Controlling for the presence of Palestinian refugee camps and

proximity to the capital, Syrian refugees flows, high population density, and pre-existing

ethnoreligious tensions all increase levels of violent conflict in Lebanon. While the pres-

ence of Palestinian refugee camps increases conflict levels as expected, the current analysis

counterintuitively finds that conflict levels are actually higher closer to the capital.

Next I turn to the conditional hypotheses presented earlier. the analysis in Model 2

does not support the conditional hypotheses related to population density H3. Although

population density increases conflict levels, its interaction with refugees is not significant at

conventional levels and its effect size is near zero. Model 3 tests the effect of refugees on

conflict conditional on pre-existing ethnoreligious tensions. Controlling for all other factors,

the effect of refugees on levels of violence is most acute in districts with pre-existing eth-

noreligious tensions, which supports H4. This suggests EBP theory explains one mechanism

by which refugee flows result in conflict.
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Table 1: Conflict Events

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Palestinian Camps 0.557∗∗∗ 0.738∗∗∗ 0.659∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗ 0.381∗∗∗
(0.126) (0.140) (0.123) (0.139) (0.124)

Syrian Refugees 0.674∗∗∗ 0.463∗∗∗ 0.603∗∗∗ 0.481∗∗∗ 0.403∗∗∗
(0.076) (0.090) (0.082) (0.088) (0.087)

Income −0.001 −0.00004 0.001 −0.007 −0.010
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Ethnoreligious Tension 0.513∗∗∗ −9.503∗∗∗ 0.571∗∗∗ 0.429∗∗ −4.877∗∗
(0.150) (1.919) (0.153) (0.178) (1.944)

Distance to Capital 0.012∗∗∗ 0.009∗ 0.010∗∗ 0.008 0.010∗∗
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Population Density 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.0001∗∗∗ −0.0004 −0.0003 0.0001∗∗∗
(0.00001) (0.00002) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.00002)

Refugees X Tensions 0.925∗∗∗ 0.493∗∗∗
(0.172) (0.178)

CONFLICT.t1 0.061∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.013)

CONFLICT.t2 0.041∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.013)

CONFLICT.s1 0.018∗ 0.024∗∗
(0.010) (0.009)

Refugees X Pop. Density 0.00004 0.00004
(0.00003) (0.00004)

Constant −7.645∗∗∗ −5.559∗∗∗ −6.967∗∗∗ −5.597∗∗∗ −4.851∗∗∗
(0.875) (0.980) (0.923) (0.959) (0.922)

Observations 650 650 650 598 598
Log Likelihood −996.315 −902.367 −993.897 −876.550 −873.983
AIC 2,006.630 1,820.733 2,003.794 1,775.100 1,769.965

Note: ∗p<0.5; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Figure 4: Predicted Probabilities for High vs Low Tensions

Models 4 and 5 introduce the temporal and spatial lags discussed earlier.7 The results

from the previous models remain robust to the inclusion of spatial and temporal controls.

The coefficient for both temporal lags is significant, suggesting that levels of conflict in one

time period are influenced by levels of conflict in the two previous time periods. Moreover,

the significant coefficient in front of the spatial lag shows that higher conflict levels in one

district contributes to higher conflict levels in neighboring districts.

Figure 4 shows the predicted probabilities (based on Model 5) along with confidence

intervals for the effect of refugees on conflict for districts with and without pre-existing sec-

tarian tensions. The difference between the effect of districts with and without ethnoreligious

tensions on conflict clearly manifests itself at higher levels of refugee flows. In the follow-

ing section, I re-estimate my model using random fixed-effects and novel spatial regression

estimation technique that accounts for potential simultaneity bias in the research design.
7 Robust standard errors are kept but are not clustering by region. Also note that including first and

second-order temporal lags in the model drops the model’s N to 598.
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4.2 Robustness Check

In this section, I implement two checks of robustness. First I rerun the model using ran-

dom effects. Random effects are useful when data is organized hierarchically and observations

are not independent of one another, typically this is the case with cross-sectional panel data.

Observations are repeated at different time periods on the same units of analysis. Second,

recent work suggests that adding spatial and temporal lags to conventional regression models

results in simultaneity bias (Franzese, Hays and Schaffer 2010). Moreover, this endogeneity

overestimates the coefficients of contagion variables at the expense of non-spatial variables.

I employ a novel estimation technique using Markov Chain Monte Carlo developed by Chi

and Zhu (2008) and implemented in the computing language by Weidmann and Ward

(2010). However, the implementation of this estimation technique has yet to be generalized

to spatial count models. Thus, I run the analysis using a spatial autologistic model with

a binary dependent variable. I code any district-month with more than two incidents of

conflict as a 1 and all remaining district-months as a 0.

Random Effects The first two models in Table 2shows the results of the RE estimation.

Model 1 includes the first-order temporal lag while model 2 does not.8 Temporal lags have

been dropped from the second model because temporal lags tend to correlate with the random

intercept in RE models, which biases the coefficient of the lag variable (usually too large)

and the coefficient of the explanatory variables (usually too small) (Ousey, Wilcox and

Fisher 2011). As expected, the effect size on the conditional variable is reduced and drops

in significance to the 0.10 threshold. However, in Model 2, where the temporal lag has

been removed, the conditional variable’s effect size increases and achieves significance at

the conventional 0.05 level. The marginal effect of refugees on conflict in districts with no

pre-existing ethnoreligious tensions also remains positive and significant, suggesting other

mechanisms are also at work that tie refugees to the outbreak of violence.
8 The second-order lag is dropped from the model because its coefficient was insignificant and its respective

model produces a higher AIC score suggesting that the inclusion of the second lag reduces overall model fit.
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Spatial Logit w/ MCMC The final model in Table 2 shows the results of the spatial logit

model using the MCMC estimation techniques identified above. Once again, the conditional

variable (Refugees X Ethnoreligious Tension) remains significant despite the transformation

of the dependent variable from a count to a binary measure and the use of MCMC estimation

techniques instead of Maximum Likelihood. The results of Model 3 suggest that the inter-

action of pre-existing ethnoreligious tensions and refugee flows increases the odds of conflict

by a factor of 3.4.

5 Conclusion

Past studies have shown that refugees from neighboring countries increase conflict risk.

In this study, I have investigated the mechanisms underlying that finding. Specifically, I

introduced a model that explains transborder conflict contagion as a function of pre-existing

ethnoreligious tensions that are exasperated by the arrival refugees of similar ethnoreligious

stock. I posit that countries with polarized ethnoreligious configurations are more susceptible

to conflict contagion. When transborder refugees share similar ethnoreligious configurations

with the host population they can alter the balance of power between rivals groups, resulting

in higher levels of conflict. In addition, I argue that this mechanism should be identifiable at

macro and micro levels because substantial variation between units is expect at both levels.

I test this theory against an alternative that identifies refugees as a form of demographic

pressure that afflict regions suffering from resource scarcity most acutely.

The results of my analysis confirm past studies that have identified a significant and

positive relationship between refugees and conflict. Moreover, I find support for the notion

the effect of refugees on conflict is conditioned the ethnoreligious configurations shared by the

refugees and host population. Regions characterized by delicate ethnoreligious configurations

are at particular risk for conflict contagion. Mechanisms linking the interaction of refugees

and resource scarcity to conflict, however, are unsupported by the data. While the marginal
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Table 2: Random Effects and Spatial Logit MCMC

(1) (2) (3)

Palestinian Camps 0.555 0.612 0.909∗∗
(0.355) (0.368) (0.334)

Syrian Refugees 0.384∗∗ 0.377∗∗ 0.576∗∗
(0.139) (0.0204) (0.192)

Income −0.0238 −0.0248 −0.008
(0.0197) (0.010) (0.021)

Ethnoreligious Tension −3.94 −5.59∗ −12.721∗∗
(2.81) (2.72) (4.516)

Distance to Capital 0.0158 0.0167 0.014
(0.00993) (0.0103) (0.010)

Population Density 0.0000964∗ 0.000104∗ 0.0001
(0.0000404) (0.0000419) (0.0004)

CONFLICT.t1 0.0237∗ 0.778∗∗
(0.0116) (0.302)

CONFLICT.t2 0.713∗∗
(0.297)

CONFLICT.s1 0.0415∗∗∗ 0.0441∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗
(0.00799) (0.0079) (0.016)

Refugees X Tensions 0.436 0.595∗ 1.225∗∗
(0.261) (0.252) (0.425)

Constant −4.62∗∗ −6.967∗∗∗ −8.769∗∗
(1.57) (0.923) (8.769)

Observations 624 650 598
Log Likelihood −845.137 −847.777 1.075295
AIC 1716.3 1717.6 1173.855

Note: ∗p<0.5; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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effect of population density on conflict is positive and significant, low income is insignificant

as is the conditional effect of refugees and population density on conflict levels. These findings

are robust to a number of different specifications and estimation techniques.

What remains unclear is what type of violence the presence of refugees is most associated.

Do refugees increase violence among militants? Between government forces and rebels? Or

does the presence of refugees increase the chances these groups target noncombatants? In the

following chapter, I test the ethnic balance of power theory in the context of two different

forms of violence. First, I examine coethnic refugees and ethnic rebellion using a global

dataset of disempowered ethnic groups from 1975-2009. Second, I examine the relationship

between coethnic refugees and one-sided violence committed by government and rebel groups

using a global country-year dataset. The results suggest that coethnic refugees have no

significant effect on the likelihood of ethnic rebellion but do increase the chances that rebels

will target noncombatants when they do fight. I account for this finding by introducing a

complimentary theory to EBP, the logic of population control, which argues warring parties

face incentives to control populations in contested territory by protecting loyal civilians and

targeting those sympathetic to rivals.
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Appendix: Codebook

Introduction

Event data on substate conflict in Lebanon was manually coded from two local news wire

services -Naharanet and National News Agency. Naharnet is Lebanon’s first independent

Digital Media providing real-time news in English.9 National News Agency is Lebanon’s

official state news and information service run by the Ministry of Information.10 The data

collection efforts cover the period from March 2013 to April 2015. Each observation is coded

for seventeen variables. Only events that are related to political conflict or sectarian conflict

are coded for the dataset.

It must be noted, for the purposes of this study only certain categories of conflict are included

in the sample. For example, events related to illicit behavior (e.g. drug trafficking and

human smuggling undertaken by militants) that do not involve violence are dropped from

the sample. Also dropped are all events related to cross-border conflict with other countries,

such as Syrian and Israeli military raids into Lebanese territory as well as cross-border

shelling of Lebanese towns and villages from the Syrian side of the border.

Actors, Definitions, and Variables

The variable name used in the dataset is found in brackets.

1. The date the event occurred [date]

• Description: Day, Month, and Year in which the event took place.

• Notes : If the event took place over more than one day. Each day was coded as a

separate event.

2. The actor’s identity [actor]
9 http://www.naharnet.com

10 http://nna-leb.gov.lb/en
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• Notes : The difference between actor and target is that actor refers to the partic-

ipant who instigates the conflict event. Cases in which the identity of the initial

instigator is unknown then the first participant named in the primary sourced is

coded as the actor.

• Description: Actor identity refers to the specific identity of an actor involved. For

example, if a Lebanese civilian attacks a Syrian refugee then the actor identity is

coded as a Lebanese civilian. If Lebanese police arrest a militant then the actor’s

identity is Lebanese Internal Security Force.

• Values : The following are a list of all coded actors:

– lebauth: Unspecified Lebanese authority

– lebmilint: Lebanese Military Intelligence

– lebarmy: Lebanese Armed Forces

– lebisf : Lebanese Internal Security Forces

– lebmun: Lebanese Municipal Authorities (includes local police, mayor’s of-

fice, etc.)

– palisf : Palestinian Internal Security Forces

– isrlmil: Israeli Military

– syrmil: Syrian Military

– syrcg: Syrian Coast Guard

– lebcivil: Lebanese civilian

– isrlcivil: Israeli civilian

– syrref : Syrian refugee or Syrian national not identified specifically as a rebel

or with a rebel group

– palref : Palestinian refugee or Palestinian national not identified specifically

as a rebel or with a rebel group

– hezb: Hezbollah militant group (shia)
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– amal: Amal militant group (shia)

– rebpal: Palestinian rebel groups such as Popular Front General Command,

Fatah, Hamas, etc.

– rebfsa: Rebel group Free Syrian Army (sunni)

– rebisis: Rebel group Islamic State , includes offshoots such as Abdullah

Azzam Brigades (sunni)

– rebanf : Rebel group Al Nusra Front (sunni)

– rebskh: Sheikh Khaled Hablas rebel group (sunni)

– rebbsaa: Sheikh Ahmad Asir rebel group (sunni)

– rebunid: Unidentified rebel group

– unifil: United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon

– unrwa: United Nations Relief and Works Agency

– other: None of the above (i.e. national not from Lebanon or Syria)

3. The actor’s group [actor_group]

• Description: Actor Group refers to the religious or institutional background of

an actor. For example, a Sunni Lebanese civilian would be coded as a Sunni as

would a Sunni militant. The institution of an actor is coded only if the actor is

acting on behalf of a government. For example, a Lebanese Army force and a

Lebanese Police would both be coded as Lebanese government.

• Values : The following are a list of all coded groups:

– sunni: Sunni Muslim

– shia: Shia Muslim

– druze: Druze

– alawi: Alawi

– jewish: Jewish
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– christian: Maronite, Catholic, Protestant, Armenian Catholic, Greek Ortho-

dox

– palgov: Palestenian Authority

– syrgov: Syrian Government

– lebgov: Lebanese Government

– isrlgov: Israeli Government

– intlorg: International Organization (such as UNRWA or UNHCR)

– other: None of the above

4. The target’s identity [target]

• Description: The difference between actor and target is that actor refers to the

participant who instigates the conflict event. Cases in which the identity of the

initial instigator is unknown then the first participant named in the primary

sourced is coded as the actor.

• Values : See actor identity

5. The target’s group [target_group]

• Description: The difference between actor and target is that actor refers to the

participant who instigates the conflict event. Cases in which the identity of the

initial instigator is unknown then the first participant named in the primary

sourced is coded as the actor.

• Values : See actor group

6. The number killed [dead]

• Description: The number of individuals, civilians and non-participants included,

who were killed during the course of the event or as a result of it)
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• The coding for number killed is not always perfectly reflected in the source URL

for two reasons 1) the numbers are updated as new news articles are reported on

an event (even though those other URLs are not coded in the source column) and

2) because some events were coded using additional URLs that are not reported,

7. The number injured [injury]

• Description: The number of individuals, civilians and non-participants included,

who were injured during the course of the event.

8. The number arrested [arrest]

• Description: The number of individuals who who were arrested during the course

of the event. Arrests only refer to arrests maid by Lebanese government.

9. The category of the event [category]

• Description: This variable categorizes each event according to the type of conflict

event, ranging from clashes involving numerous people on both sides to assassi-

nations, bombings, and even hostage taking.

• Values : Many different categorizations

– exect: Event involves execution outside of battles unrelated to basic shooting

(such as execution of hostages)

– arrestraid: Event involves raid or arrest by military or internal security

forces

– bombard: Event involves bombarment with weapons such as surface-to-air

grade missiles outside the context of a clash (defined below)

– assault: Event involves use of violence b/w 1-3 individuals (not including

‘shooting’), involves weapons other than projectiles and guns.

– shooting: Event involves shooting arising from dispute b/w 1- 3 individuals

(such as individual murder)
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– protest: Event involves protest or other collective actions such as solidarity

marches and strikes but also includes acts such as rioting and forced closures

of streets and shops

– abduction: Event involves use of kidnapping, abduction, ransom, or hostage-

taking

– clashes: Event involves clashes bw armed groups (4+ individuals involved

in total) with guns, artillery, grenades, rockets, missiles, and/or mortars that

wholly takes place within Lebanon (includes siege)

– suicbatt: Event involves suicide bombing

– bombatt: Event involves explosive device besides suicide attack within Lebanon

(IED, bomb, intentional mine, not hand grenades unless placed as a detonated

bomb -so not used with ‘hands’ as a projectile weapon such as a missile

launcher, etc.). "Non-events" are not coded. For example, if a bomb is found

that has not gone off, that is not coded. is NOT coded. Only events that

transpire are coded

– curfew: Event involves imposition of curfew on refugees by authorities at

any level of government

– crossclash: Event involves land fire (gunfire, mortars, missiles but not bombs

from planes) from across Syrian or Israeli border, or it involves territorial

violation by Israeli or Syrian governments

– aerbom: Event involves aerial bombing (cross-border included)

– airspace: Event involves nonviolent illegal entry of Lebanese airspace (Syria

and Israel are the usual actors)

– maritime: Event involves nonviolent illegal entry of Lebanese territorial

waters

– territ: Event involves nonviolent illegal entry of Lebanese land territory
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10. The classification of the event [classification]

• Description: This variable classifies events according to the nature of the under-

lying tension between each actor-target.

• Values : Seven classifications

– perscon: Event associated with conflict over individual or peronal act of

violence/illicit activity (i.e. non

– political/economic/social such as family dispute)

– relcon: Event associated with conflict bw religious groups and/or social

groups (includes arrest of Syrian refugees for lack of refugee papers)

– polcon: Event associated with conflict over policy between competing polit-

ical factions or citizens and government (all incidents of terrorism or related

to terrorist groups coded as polcon including arrests for possession of military

style weapons)

– illcon: Event associated with conflict over illicit group activities associated

with militants (such trafficking, drugs, etc.)

– syrcrosscon: Event associated with cross border conflict from Syria (in-

cludes illegal entry into the country by refugees, fighters, etc.). If a single

cross-border assault (such as aerial bombing or mortar/gunfire) hits multiple

villages within Lebanon, each location that is struck is coded as a separate

event

– isrcrosscon: Event associated with cross border conflict from Israel

– econcon: Event associated with conflict over economic issues (for example

protest over food prices, these are very rare in the data simply because news

reports rarely report any information that a coder can infer to suggest the

event involves economic related issues/ demands/tensions).

11. The town the event took place [town]
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• Notes : Closest town to the event.

12. The region the event took place [region]

• Description: This refers to informal regional names.

13. The district the event took place [district]

14. The governate the event took place [governate]

15. The latitude of the event [latitude]

• Notes : Closest geo-coded point of reference to the event

16. The longitude of the event [longitude]

• Notes : Closest geo-coded point of reference to the event

17. The URL of the primary sourced used to code the event [url]

• Notes : When multiple sources identify the same event only one source is listed.

General Notes

1. If a single cross-border assault (such as aerial bombing or mortar/gunfire) hits multiple

villages within Lebanon, each location that is struck is coded as a separate event

2. Arrests only refer to arrests maid by the Lebanese government (and not for example

by Syrian military forces who enter into Lebanon to detain militants. That would be

coded as a ’syrcrosscon’ (illegal Syrian entry of Lebanese territory).

3. Only the primary two agents are coded. For example if a clash breaks out between

Sunni and Shia groups and as a direct result of those clashes the army arrests one or

more of the actors/targets involved then only the two actors/targets that were initially

involved in event are coded even though the event includes an arrest by an army officer.
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This is only the case if the arrest happens immediately within the time frame of the

event (same day for example, anything past a day gets coded as a separate event)

4. Events cannot last more than one day -for events related to one another in a larger

battle, each day is coded as an independent event.

5. If an event involves action by more than one participant (i.e. a reaction) the event is

coded according to the attributes of the 1st action. For example, if an event involves

an abduction or hostage taking by actor A and the victim is target A but the news

wire also states that the hostage was freed on the same day after the army arrested

actor A then only the abduction as coded for the variable ‘category’ (and not the

subsequent arrest). Similarly, the actor is coded as the first actor and the target is

coded as that first actor’s target (even though eventually our actor A in the example

above moves from being an actor to a target when he is arrested by the army). Keep

in mind, however, because the event ultimately resulted in the arrest of actor A the

variable ‘arrest’ is still coded as 1 (or if he was killed in the raid then 1 for dead).

6. ‘Non-incidents’ are not included such as ‘Lebanese Amry Intelligence discovered an

detonated bomb in a parked car’

7. Explosions caused by land mines from previous conflict are not included (unfortunately

more common than one would think)

8. If two different event classifications occur at once (for example clashes occur between

two families and security forces get involved and arrest those involved then the very first

action to perpetuate the conflict is coded. In this case if arrests were made immediately

at the time of the clashes the event would be coded as ‘clashes’ and not ‘arrestraid’

despite the fact that an arrest was made and the variable for arrest would still be

coded as 1. Conversely if an arrest was being made and clashes erupted or shooting

erupted immediately (within the frame of action such as during the time the arrest
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was being made or immediately following it within a couple hour block) as a result of

the attempted or successful arrest then the event would be coded as an ‘arrestraid’

and not as ‘clashes’ or ‘shooting’.

9. It is not always clear who the actor and who the target are. Usually the actor is the

agent who initiates the confrontational event but if the news report does not include

that info or if no clear initiator even existed then the default is to always use civilians

as the target. In cases where civilians are not one of the agents then it reverts to the

government. For example, if an an unidentified rebel group (rebunid) is in a clash

with Lebanese army (lebarmy) and its unclear who the target and who the actor is

then the actor by default gets set as the government. In cases in which neither civilians

nor Lebanese government actors are involved then the group that sustains most injury

or death gets coded as the actor and if its still unclear then the first group in the news

wire to be mentioned is coded as the actor.

10. Incidental victims do not get coded as targets though if they are injured or killed a

death and/or injury will be coded. For example, if a clash between the army and

some unidentified rebel group takes place and a Palestinian refugee is killed in the

cross fire then the target and actors would be either Lebanese army or the rebel group

(depending on who initiated) but it would not be the Palestinian refugee.

11. Only drug trafficking arrests are reported, so no events involving drug possession or

drug transport are coded unless violence is involved in which case it is reported even

it is just possession or transport

12. Only violent events are (with the exception of nonviolent arrests of militants and

nonviolent illegal entry of militants into the country) that are related to political conflict

are included
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